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From Fear to Landings: Comets



+ Loeb’s strong opinions about AI:  
If studies don’t lead to deep understanding, we can’t build on 
them (so they’re not worth doing…for him?)

Avi Loeb, Astrophysicist

https://www.labxchange.org/library/pathway/lx-pathway:34dd3b2c-3aec-460a-817f-da4af2ed1577/items/lx-pb:34dd3b2c-3aec-460a-817f-da4af2ed1577:lx_simulation:1a066234?source=/library/clusters/lx-cluster:ModernPrediction


Dr. Pipit Triani's Slides

Dr. Mila Chadayammuri's Slides 

Pipit Triani

Mila Chadayammuri

Astronomy Simulation (with expert TFs)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18O11tjqGf35n82fdb9FgUUOYN7lpqjDrXl3YZkaGqu8/edit#slide=id.g230c7991525_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QfTu-2d3oG1hdG3ndOuwxnR0CPBRVDW-rvdVM4hZqWY/edit?usp=sharing


Jill Tarter, SETI expert

+ Tarter’s question for aliens (as in CONTACT):  
How did you make it through this technological adolescence? 



Federico Slepoi, Behavioral Economist



From Fear to Landings: Comets







Comets in Ancient Times  
(with Owen Gingerich & Sara Schechner)



Adoration of the Magi 

Scrovegni Chapel, 
Padua, Italy 

  
Note the comet 

overhead in this Giotto 
fresco, painted in the 

early 1300s. The 
inspiration for the 

comet? Halley’s Comet, 
which was visible from 

Earth in 1301-1302.
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Comets in the 
Middle Ages  







Comets in the Renaissance 



Comets, Newton & Gravity(!) 
(Simon Schaffer on the BBC, 2008)



Stardust

Rosetta
2011

2016

Comets Today 
we navigate 
to them!



Today: we use Newton’s Laws to land on comets

Rosetta



Today: we use Newton’s Laws to land on comets

Rosetta

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWxijOjmn-g


Astronomy Simulation & Space Futures



+ Loeb’s strong opinions about AI:  
If studies don’t lead to deep understanding, we can’t build on 
them (so they’re not worth doing…for him?)

Avi Loeb, Astrophysicist

https://www.labxchange.org/library/pathway/lx-pathway:34dd3b2c-3aec-460a-817f-da4af2ed1577/items/lx-pb:34dd3b2c-3aec-460a-817f-da4af2ed1577:lx_simulation:1a066234?source=/library/clusters/lx-cluster:ModernPrediction


Astronomy Simulation & Space Futures

The 3-body problem n-body simulation Illustris (+more physics)



 
which Newton’s Law of gravity alone cannot exactly solve 

Note: good overview at: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three-body_ problem 

The 3-body problem
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youtube.com/watch?v=ijxwdV_ZWnc 

N body simulation in Python with code (from “Simulating Physics” on YouTube)

The 3-body problem n-body simulation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijxwdV_ZWnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijxwdV_ZWnc


Collisions sim vs. ops https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0XNyTp5brM

Simulation-Observation Comparison 



Simulation Essentials Refresher



2D computational zones are 
called “pixels” or “grid cells”

3D computational zones are 
called “voxels” or “grid cells”

pixel voxel

#technology_theoretical_computation_and_math#resolution #simulation_or_model  



The rules applied in a simulation give an “update” for what happens in each 
“pixel” or “voxel” depending on what happens in neighboring cells.

voxelpixel

The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.



The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.

“Time Step n” “Time Step n+1”

RULES applied  
at each step

System is in some “state” 
shown by the arrangement 

of colors in the pixels

System is in new “state” shown 
by the new arrangement of 

colors in the pixels

Predictive 
System



The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.

Final Conditions

after total # of steps…

This starting state is 
determined by INPUTS 
to the predictive system.

At the last time step, the state 
of the simulation is the 

OUTPUT.

INPUTS OUTPUTSPredictive 
System

Initial Conditions 



RESOLUTION (and approximation)#approximation #resolution 



#approximation

https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-illustration-d-voxel-cat-image-white-made-blocks-voxels-side-view-isolated-black-background-image76450879



The path of the puck looks jerky when you play because the  
temporal and/or spatial resolution of the situation is low (not very good).#resolution



#approximation#resolution

at each 
time step, 
the blue 

dot moves 
to the 

closest the 
exact 

CENTER of 
the nearest 
“grid” cell

time

sim
ulated quantity

“truth”
How much resolution is enough/too much?



#approximation#resolution

time

sim
ulated quantity



#approximation#resolution







time

sim
ulated quantity

What about even lower resolution?



time

sim
ulated quantity

What about even lower resolution?



low-res

high-res



time

sim
ulated quantitylow-res

high-res

“truth”



#approximation#resolution

Eventually, 
all the 
curves 

( features) 
are lost.

time

sim
ulated quantity

“truth”

low-res



Image credit: Volker Springel, wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~volker/arepo/ 

Very clever modern 
simulation 

“meshes” move and 
adjust with what’s 
happening in the 

simulation. 
Resolution is thus 

variable. 
(e.g. Arepo 

“moving mesh” 
code, using 

Voronoi 
tessellation )

FYI—same “Vornoi” idea gives the curved 
line on the “original” John Snow map.

#resolution

https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~volker/arepo/


How much physics is enough/too much?

Time evolution of a 10Mpc (comoving) over-dense region within Illustris. While the right side shows a full-physics simulation that includes gas cooling, as well as 
stellar and black hole formation and feedback, the left side shows a simple simulation of the same region, which includes only gravity and hydrodynamics.



#RANDOMIZED

#NON-RANDOM

#HUMAN

#RANDOM

Predictive 
System

https://openclipart.org/

Make  
Prediction!

Evaluate 
Accuracy

Make 
Changes

Space Futures 
& the PredictionX Framework

Observe



Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

*or, Experiment*

Space Futures 
& The Padua Rainbow

and used to offer  Explanations  and/or  Predictions .

Some “Data” are used to provide “initial conditions,”

more “Data” are generated as simulation output,

then, as  Rules  and  Theories  are applied,



Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

*or, Experiment*

Space Futures 
& Synthetic Observations

Synthetic 
“ Observations ” are 
created by simulating 
particular observing 
techniques, generating 
synthetic “Data” 

Which, after 
statistical 

comparison with 
real Data, facilitate 
improvement, as in 

the framework.  



Space Futures  with 2 of your expert astrophysicist TFs

Dr. Pipit Triani's Slides

Dr. Mila Chadayammuri's Slides 

Pipit Triani

Mila Chadayammuri

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18O11tjqGf35n82fdb9FgUUOYN7lpqjDrXl3YZkaGqu8/edit#slide=id.g230c7991525_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QfTu-2d3oG1hdG3ndOuwxnR0CPBRVDW-rvdVM4hZqWY/edit?usp=sharing


Human behavior, then aliens

Space Futures discussions



 

The Drake Equation

https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-drake-equation/


Federico Slepoi, Behavioral Economist



Jill Tarter, SETI expert

+ Tarter’s question for aliens (as in CONTACT):  
How did you make it through this technological adolescence? 

https://youtu.be/hfDWq5lEfDI?t=2328


 

The Drake Equation

https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-drake-equation/


 

The Drake Equation

Jodie Foster & Matthew McCounaghey in the movie CONTACT, copyright Warner Brothers 1997 (reproduced for 
educational use only) Disclaimer: Jill Tarter does not like mis-use of the Drake equation, which includes this scene.

https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-drake-equation/


informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-drake-equation/

 

The Drake Equation

https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-drake-equation/


Earth’s Future: next time

https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html



Space Futures discussions




